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Motivation for studying Late-Cycle 
Oxidation
• Soot processes are studied in optically accessible 

engines and spray vessels

• Concepts related to soot formation are at the focus
• Flame lift off length, f-T diagrams …

• Recent studies indicate that:
• soot formation trends are not easily related to soot 

emission trends
• soot emissions are driven by oxidation 

• Efficient late-cycle oxidation reduces soot independently 
of NOx and is beneficial for thermal efficiency
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Heat release rate at 50% laod
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Air entrainment

Raman scattering experiment

Liquid fuel
Vapor phase fuel
Rich premixed combustion
Formation of soot precursors
Soot oxidization zone
Diffusion flame

Research question:
How are trends in soot emissions related 

to trends in soot formation rate?

Aronsson et al., SAE 2009-01-1357



Combined Effects
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Correlations to Engine out Soot



Multicylinder data
Lequien et al., SAE 2013-01-2535
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Multicylinder data

• Lift off length H estimated 
using Pickett’s formula*:

• f at H estimated using the 
Naber-Siebers relation

Lequien et al., SAE 2013-01-2535

* Pickett et al., SAE 2005-01-3843
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Comparison with CO and UHC

• Both these emissions result from poor oxidation



The influence of intake O2
concentration
What is expected when O2 increases?

Soot formation:
• The lift off length decreases

• f(H) probably relatively unaffected

• The flame temperature increases

• Should result in increased soot formation



The influence of intake O2
concentration
What is expected when O2 increases?

Soot formation:
• The lift off length decreases as O2 increases

• f(H) probably relatively unaffected

• The flame temperature increases

• Should result in increased soot formation

Soot oxidation:
• Increased availability of O2 in the late cycle

• Increased temperatures

• Should result in enhanced soot oxidation



The influence of intake O2
concentration

• Soot emissions tend to decrease with increasing O2

• A result of enhanced oxidation



Another optical engine experiment

• Three-valve cylinder head

• Exhaust valve replaced with window
• Full quartz piston
• Flat bowl 
• Laser Extinction
• Intake O2 sweep

Gallo et al., SAE 2015-01-0800



Measurement location

Here is my headline

This is my B1 bullet
This is my B2 bullet

This is my B3 bullet

-10! 0! 10! 20! 30! 40! 50! 60!



Soot emissions
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Measured amounts of soot



Measured amounts of soot



Measured amounts of soot

Peak in soot emissions



A bigger experiment on the same setup
• Rail pressure (1000-2000 bar)

• Nozzle orifice diameter (100 – 175 microns)

• Motored TDC density (15.2 – 22.8 kg/m3)

• Engine speed (900 – 1200 rpm)

• Swirl ratio (1.6 – 5.9)

• Motored TDC temperature (900 – 1100 K)

Gallo et al., SAE 2016-01-2183



A bigger experiment on the same setup
• Rail pressure (1000-2000 bar)

• Nozzle orifice diameter (100 – 175 microns)

• Motored TDC density (15.2 – 22.8 kg/m3)

• Engine speed (900 – 1200 rpm)

• Swirl ratio (1.6 – 5.9)

• Motored TDC temperature (900 – 1100 K)

Operating conditions
Load < 5 bar IMEPg

CA50 9 CAD ATDC
SOI Adjusted to keep CA50 @ 9 CAD ATDC
DOI Adjusted to keep CHR @ 1700 J
EGR rate 15% O2 (external source)
Fuel MK1 Swedish Diesel
Swirl 1.6 (5.9)
Injector nozzle 0.175 mm (0.1)

Gallo et al., SAE 2016-01-2183



Rail pressure
• Strong impact on the oxidation rate

• Note: this is after the end of injection



Rail pressure
• Strong impact on the oxidation rate

• Note: this is after the end of injection

• Correlates with PM emission trends



Nozzle orifice diameter
• Larger holes increase the flow rate 

• Increased momentum enhances mixing after EOI!
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Motored TDC density

• Affects how closely the oxidizers are stacked around the 
soot aggregates
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Motored TDC temperature

• Affects the late cycle temperature

• But not as strongly as the intake O2 concentration



Motored TDC temperature

• Affects the late cycle temperature

• But not as strongly as the intake O2 concentration

• No correlation with PM
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• Should affect the bulk turbulence

• No effect on the half life!



Engine speed
• Should affect the bulk turbulence

• No effect on the half life!

• Reduced time for late-cycle mixing yields higher PM



Swirl level
• Expected to enhance late-cycle mixing rates

• Is the high-momentum fluid located where there is soot?



Swirl level
• Expected to enhance late-cycle mixing rates

• Is the high-momentum fluid located where there is soot?

• Correlation with PM



Does the half life explain the PM 
emissions?
• If so, the in-cylinder PM at time t should be 

described by an exponential function:

PM (t) = PM0e
−
ln(2)t
t1
2



Does the half life explain the PM 
emissions?
• If so, the in-cylinder PM at time t should be 

described by an exponential function:

• The PM at exhaust valve opening can then be 
linearized:

PM (t) = PM0e
−
ln(2)t
t1
2

ln(PMEVO ) = ln(PM0 )−
ln(2)tEVO
t1
2



Does the half life explain the PM 
emissions?
• The data show a relatively good correlation

R2 = 66%



Does the amount of soot formed explain 
the PM emissions?



Summary

• Trends in soot formation do not correlate well with 
emissions

• Trends in soot oxidation explain trends in PM emissions 
to a high degree

• This probably means that PM emissions and 
thermodynamic efficiency can be addressed 
independently of NOx

• Limitations: are these conclusions valid at >50% load?



Thanks for your attention!
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Results from Raman scattering 
– Combined Effects

Ф at Lift-off
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Measuring the late-cycle oxidation rate?
• Fit an exponential decay function to the late-cycle heat 

release rate

• Extract the half life



Measuring the late-cycle oxidation rate?
• Fit an exponential decay function to the late-cycle heat 

release rate

• Extract the half life

• The half life tends to correlate with the soot emissions



SAE INTERNATIONAL

Optical setup

Laser wavelength 690 nm
modulation frequency 72kHz

Experimental Setup
Measurements Apparatus
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